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Grande Valley (LRGV) is a landmark project for Quanta

The LRGV is served by two 345-kV transmission lines that
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originate in Corpus Christi, 120 miles to the north, and account
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dures was the ability to adapt to job irregularities. A necessary

Summer highs in the LRGV routinely hit triple digits, this com-

adaptation that occurred early in the project was related to the
dures was the ability to adapt to job irregularities. A necessary
bundled conductor, which sat in a vertical configuration rather
adaptation that occurred early in the project was related to the
than the tradition horizontal configuration. To most efficiently
bundled conductor, which sat in a vertical configuration rather
tackle this issue the team needed to adapt both the equipment
than the tradition horizontal configuration. To most efficiently
and the procedures. This first test proved to be a calling card
tackle this issue the team needed to adapt both the equipment
for the entire project as procedures were continually updated
and the procedures. This first test proved to be a calling card
to make the project safer and more efficient.
for the entire project as procedures were continually updated

piled with a 30% population growth from 2000-2010 resulted

to make the project safer and more efficient.

flooded the stores in search of portable heaters. This immediate
demand for electricity in conjunction with downed generation
due to prescheduled maintenance caused an overload of the
electric transmission system resulting in rolling blackouts.

Steady Load and Population Growth

State-of-the-Art Technologies

in AEP’s peak electric demand increasing from 1000 MW in the

Through these collaborative partnerships, a number of innova-
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summer of 2000 to a summer record peak demand of 2220 MW

tive technologies were applied that allowed for an accelerated
Through these collaborative partnerships, a number of innovawork schedule to ensure that the required in service date for
tive technologies were applied that allowed for an accelerated
the upgraded line was achieved. The technological advances
work schedule to ensure that the required in service date for
that made this project possible were:
the upgraded line was achieved. The technological advances

in 2010. While an increase in load over a decade is to be expected the 514 MW jump from the previous summer during the 2011
winter storm (2220 MW to 2734 MW) was outside all modeled
projections. Furthermore, due to continued growth, the projected
2016 summer peak load was expected to reach 2800 MW with a
forecasted summer 2020 peak load of over 3000 MW.
An immediate plan was needed to supply relief to the circuits most affected by the short term seasonal spikes. However, this plan also had to offer a long term solution to address
the load increases for 2016, 2020 and beyond. AEP, as well
as the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), needed
a solution that could meet the pressing reliability demands
while safely maintaining the aggressive schedule. ERCOT was
presented with a number of traditional cold constructions options, running the gamut of temporary upgrades to complete
overhauls. However as AEP looked into permitting, rights of
way (ROW) acquisition and various customer disruptions it
became apparent that these variables had a very real chance of
interrupting or adding unforeseen costs to the project. How-

that made this project possible were:
• Quanta Services Energized Barehand work methods

expertise and cable manufacturer CTC Global for their ACCC

and proprietary LineMaster Robotic Arm made it pos• Quanta Services Energized Barehand work methods
sible for all 240 miles of 345kV conductor to be removed
and proprietary LineMaster Robotic Arm made it posand replaced without interrupting the flow of electricsible for all 240 miles of 345kV conductor to be removed
ity. Attached to a boom on a ground-based vehicle, the
and replaced without interrupting the flow of electricLineMaster Robotic Arm safely moves and securely holds
ity. Attached to a boom on a ground-based vehicle, the
energized power lines while the conductors, insulators
LineMaster Robotic Arm safely moves and securely holds
and structures are maintained, replaced or rebuilt. In adenergized power lines while the conductors, insulators
dition to the practical importance of the robotic arm, the
and structures are maintained, replaced or rebuilt. In ad-

Lightweight Core Conductor. A plan was conceived to reconductor the entire 240 miles while keeping it in an energized
state. While smaller energized projects had been successfully
completed in the past, an energized reconductor project of this
size and length had never been attempted. In early spring 2011,
AEP’s plan to perform the energized reconductor of the existing 345-kV transmission lines was approved by the regional
planning group at ERCOT.
A year before the first lineman hit the right-of-way Quanta

dition to the practical importance of the robotic arm, the

Energized Services technical advisors went about developing detailed, project-specific work procedures with calculated
man-hours, sequencing, schedules and anticipated resources.

project in 1990.
• The use of Aluminum Conductor Composite Core (ACCC)
to replace the existing conductor. While the same diam• The use of Aluminum Conductor Composite Core (ACCC)
eter as the original conductor, the ACCC is comprised of
to replace the existing conductor. While the same diam28% more aluminum making it lighter. The extra aluminum
eter as the original conductor, the ACCC is comprised of
doubles the conductivity capacity of the lines, while reduc28% more aluminum making it lighter. The extra aluminum
ing sag overtime due to less weight and heat. This meant
doubles the conductivity capacity of the lines, while reducthat AEP could replace the old conductor without widening sag overtime due to less weight and heat. This meant
ing clearances or causing tower modifications and rebuilds.
that AEP could replace the old conductor without widenAlso of great importance due to the location of the job, the
ing clearances or causing tower modifications and rebuilds.
ACCC is more resistant to corrosion and has the ability to
Also of great importance due to the location of the job, the
handle future increases in load.
ACCC is more resistant to corrosion and has the ability to

handle future increases in load.
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